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ABSTRACT
A three-dimensional finite element formulation for modeling the transient dynamics
of constrained multlbody space structures with truss-llke configurations is presented.
Convected coordinate systems are used to define rigid-body motion of individual
elements in the system. These systems are located at one end of each element and are
oriented such that one axis passes through the other end of the element. Deformation of
c ach element, relative to its convected coordinate system, is defined by cubic flexural
,_hape functions as used in finite element methods of structural analysis. The
formulation Is oriented toward Joint dominated structures and places the generalized
coordinates at the Joint. A transformation matrix is derived to integrate Joint degree-
of-freedom Into the equations of motion of the element. Based on the derivation, a
general-purpose code LATDYN (Large Angle Transient DYNamics) has been developed.
Two examples are presented to illustrate the application of the code. For the spin-up of
a flexible beam. results are compared with existing solutions available in the literature.
For lhe deployment of one bay of a deployable space truss (the "Minlmast'], results are
verified by the geometric knowledge of the system and converged solution of a
successlvely refined model.
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* Motivation
* Capability
* Theory
* Modelling
Present LATDYN
(verifications)
* Future LATDYN
* Conclusions
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* Three-Dimensional
* Deformable Bodies
* Multi-Connection Joints
* Large Angular Motion
* Variable Constraints
* Impacts & Joint-Lock
* Experimental Data
* User's Control Strategy
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I • Corotatlonal Axes
(convected system)
• F-E Connectivity through
Joint Kinematics
3. Numerical Integrations
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Element EQ_
in terms of nodal disp.
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Joint Kinematics
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* How does user work with
L_TDYN ?
* How does program model
a syste: ?
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I. Numerical Control
2. Flexible Bodies
* material properties
element properties
grid points
• Rigid Connections
* body geometry & mass
* joint connections
• Forcing Elements
* Forcing functions
* spring-damper-actuator8
5. Initial Conditions
6. programmable language
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• grid (6-do£ 's )
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42-dof' s
32-constraints
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3-D LATDYN Model of Mini-Mast
l.z_king Joint
Note: closed loop
Target is that user will not have to specify
how rigid members are formulated.
Program willdetermine most efficient arrange-
ment, and will cut closed loops and implement
constraints automatically.
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Pr@$ent LATDYN
* three-dimensional
* Euler-Bernoulli beam
elements
* hinge connections
* Newmark-_ explicit &
implicit methods
* constraints & joints
* external forcing function
& spring-damper-actuator
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Future T._TD_q_
* various elements
* various joint connections
* various integrations
(parallel version)
* control and structure
interactions
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* A finite-element-based
research code is developed.
* It provides a modelling,
calculation, and analysis
tool for researcher & Engr.
* To analyze complex space
structures and/or mechanisms.
* In the simulation of
Control design as well as
structural dynamics.

